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Featured Writer
A graduate of The Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa,
Kathleen Peirce teaches in the MFA program at Southwest Texas State
University. Her first book, Mercy, was
awarded the AWP Prize for Poetry in 1990
and was published with the University of
Pittsburgh Press. Windhover Press of Iowa
City published a limited edition, fine arts
book in 1995, entitled Divided Touch, Divided Color. In 1998, her collection, The
Oval Hour, was awarded the Iowa Prize and
was published with the University of Iowa
Press in 1999. Her work has been awarded by
the Whiting Foundation, and her poems
appear in journals, including The Antioch
Review, The American Poetry Review, The Paris Review, Boulevard,
and Field. Kathleen Peirce lives with her son in Wimberley, Texas.
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Kathleen Peirce
A Smaller Heaven without Distances
It was as if the room's exterior was larger
than affliction or desire, but no,
though thinking so supposed a far off luster
any god would want to travel to and touch
and be touched by. But in a smaller heaven
without distances, a peach painted in a painted hand
is overripe, or under, or just right,
according co a light, a thought,
and one's two thumbs hang down like donkey heads
while one decides. It is a delightful hanging down .
It is a charm against rapidity, celerity, dispatch.
It is a mulish grace that will not love until the world arrives;
it brings a world about, and heaven over it.

Blossoming Almond Branch in a Glass
yellow cloth made fine
by blue threads drawn with light

as the almond blossoming
among whose exhalations

as where skin s first
touch, luncent elegant

vessel. drinking glass
filled also for other flowers

and whose mouth what love
would not hold or bind

you, whose edge continues
flowe1ing, being cut
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Pie ta
In the place of death and so as not to die of the other's death,
there is a place of wakefulnes where shapes take shape
according to light brightening, passing colors out,
a place of sleep according to light darkening,
retrieving them, a place of death where the faintest exhalation
holds interiors and atmospheres and the gladiola
opens in succession from the inmost out.
I am without my other, imagining the beautiful
as objects will me to. You. new voice opening near at hand,
will you, if I wiJI, speak until my own death comes?
Reprinted with permission from the Uni1·ersiry of Iowa Press

Promesa
He will not take fire in his hands
because his hands are fire. When
he prays. sudden birdsong
transmogrifies the bladed places
fire makes of itself into an expectation
for retort. All failures move this way.
though one is left with. if alone. a sight
for images. Songbird on a brownblack branch among the ochrecharcoal atmospheres. Burnt sienna,
pitch. Tan and jet. Sparrow. for whome
do you sing other than your likenesses?
Reprinted with permission from the Uni1·ersiry c~f Iowa Press
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Evening Poem
If the coronal suture of the young deer's skull
is the smallest trough for listening for death. it begins

or ends, weak or tentative, behind the eye and equals
or approximates the wavy track a mole delineates
along a cemetery fence at dusk. Going home, we think.
The maddening or ecstatic thinness of such lines
delights and mortifies those talking there, who see each other
oddly banked by mounds of plastic flowers, and fu11her.
deeper, amid lovers who made, finally. families in shrouds.
She thought to bring a candle. he thinks co whorl
its changeful surface with his singular fingertip. or he does it
withouth thinking. Would that he could imprint,
as on a correspondence fixed with scaling wax. only
love's evidence. labyrinth. and alphabet.
Repri111ed with permission.from the U11irer.1i1y <~f Iowa Pres.1

Decor
My deaf neighbor whistling.
A brief wind high in the maple on ly.
Only the topmost edged in red, a red
I can think of, straining to feel more of what
I love. Red enough. On top of that
one wind and the limbs wag.
a woman's hand opening the way she rehearsed,
palm down. cool slippage of the ring coming on:
it's sweet. the tree starting. the emerald cut carnelian
high in a filigree of vine. two dragonflies imagined and fashioned
from a touch more yellow shade of gold. a delicate. irregular.
exaggerated light. eleven seed pearls held against a bezel's
e\·enness. Here. in present time. ever) thing is here as much as possible.
a fretwork pinching out the affectionate obsolete
things just barely with us now: sun after super. crickets. old words
we wouldn't think to say. They ha\e the charm the ~hy have. hands
lifted slightl} in bene\'o)enc decline. diffuse. polite. bearing
their lessening weight. hinged on u5 and the good dead word belO\'Cd.
Re1iri111ed 1rir/1 per111i.\1im1.fiw11 \Vi11dl1f11·er Pn'.1.1
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White
Seering the hollyhocks stand. Not caring if they stand like women stand,
like men stand. Felling their group li ving near the house.
Putting down the book, standing, walking over to see them.
feeling my height. stepping as close as I can to the closest ones,
not stepping in among them, not caring that they are blind
and can't touch me, then caring. Imagining they can see and touch
until it feels more like an understanding than invention.
then not. Thinking how the mind loves its business. how it loves
to receive, how still it holds, now it must love the eyes which
open and move so easily over things, though they, too, can touch
only themselves. Seeing the bee sleep in the bent tip
of the tallest flower. Fearing neither its evil face or innocent behind
for once. Seeing a tiny insect on the nearest bud, a gray drop
with feelers, seeing another huny toward it, and further down, seeing
the adults: one female is eating while she mates. I planted these
with David, I remember my mother making me a doll
from one inve1ted flower, I was six, it was white like this one,
all these hollyhocks are white, white far removed from absence,
white girls in white dresses being taken some way by many things.
Reprintecl 1ritll perminion from Wim//1owr Press

Buy Something Pretty and Remember Me
A nun is sliding silver dollars underneath the pillow
of the failed novitiate still lying on her cot.
still looking from the transom to the cross
and back, baffled as when she saw, again. on the convent grounds.
bark on a pin oak twisting in an imitation of a face. Here, inside,
the linen is so clean. and the nun's hand. and the money.
Between the sheet and pillowcase there is a welcome cool
her visitor associates with untouched things,
but to the girl the hand is radiant and tender
as a sleeping robin passing a new egg. oval and delicately
blue. almost a savior's color. if the hand turned over.
if the pillow wasn't there. if the other world could keep
from hanging over everything its constant voluminous hem.
Repri111ecl ll'itll permis.\io11fm111 the Unirersity (!f Pi11sh11rgh Pres.,
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Him
So far, all day, the road to Lake Darling
is empty. A flicker with a broken wing
steps down to cross. Now the driver
comes and sees. He stops. lifts
the bird up in his hand, which tightens
on its one question. Driving th.is way,
the man is directed to a woman who
can fix this, and he goes to her. That
evening, he tells his wife how the flicker felt
waiting in his hand,
the little orange on its head, feathers all
of-a-piece. In the next week, from inside, oh,
she sees her first flicker on the wobbling suet ball
and she tells him first thing, thinking, there,
something is done now, something has been passed
through, thinking her desire caused it, or
the flicker did, or him.
Reprinted with permission from the Unil'ersiry of Pittsburxh Press

Forcing Amaryllis
The amaryllyis opening two faces to the room
is slow, too slow to see, but broader every hour,
still and quick. Neither bloom is more true,
nor a different color than the other. Each faces away
from its twin to show us half would be enough, though
both are far too red to make one think of compromise,
and, seemingly too big for what they are. they are
unnerving, sprung from the top of a pole.
But here is an untwisting followed by
a bending at the neck, two gestures from a pure belief,
and color to remember it with, a thing to see, proof
of an opposite climate.
Out past the window where the whole thing leans,
the neighbor's bull is standing. black in snow
between two empty trees. l see him breathe. Now I see
how the two blooms look suspended just above him there. a wish
made twice. two scarves that have been falling down from God
all day. If I lift up they can touch. two
trumpets, two faces, two funne ls of bright blood.
Reprinted with permfasio11.fm111 rite U11irersi0· <!f Pitt.\h111~h Pres.\
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Marsha Bellamy
Insignificance of Ashtray Art
Really, the blanket of ash
that covers the grave
is insignificant
compared to the breathy smoke
lingering in the air
Pleading for a belief in
a new theory of God
and lovers
Yet the words spew forth
meshed in a cycle of frostiness
tangled with a salty bitterness
that dissolves the tension
building and digging til the
spirit tugs at the brown sleeves
of the musty grave revealing
the naked glow of the white filter
crushed in the realms of a ceremonious ritual
bursting with res urrection
of the awakened organs
proving the smoke filled theory
of God and lovers.
Blood pumps life through the deadened veins
offering a new beginning
from the Garden of Flesh. Sin. and
All Evil the demon touches me
I shiver - but do not resist
the solid foundation of Stonehenge
and the soft. velvety flesh inte11wined
in false beliefs of sex uality and
salvati on.
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Kenneth Casper
Making Love
Ladling stale ancient maize
Over and onto fresh tender ears
Tonguing soft sweet clay
A collection of convection and concavity
Inhaling with me
Beyond belief lair
Below scriptural law.
Savoring the aromatic freshness
Around and over skin
Adding sauteed female's legs
A blend of moans
Satisfying before you
Ever work flesh
Into sacred union.
Singing the soprano tunes
High and downy hair
Kissing smitten fertile lips
A knot of words
Luring towards me
Always draw the heart
With sound thought.
Breathing the longing chest
Smooth and blue arteries
Firming rich brown nipples
A fi ll of creme
Baying for a child
Continuous pull to her belly
Before noble hatchery.
Two give
To say
Too then
Come from the forest
Into the World
We smile and die.
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Sunlight imprints the binds
Upon our souls
Seeking to cover our freedom
Formerly covered by the night
Warmed by the fires
Seen by the Moon and the stars
Whirled by the thoughts
Two reasons to be there
You and me.
Awake, awake whispers your voice
Before some neighbor knocks upon our habitat
Seeing our joy and our pleasure
Draw the baptismal pool full of water
Sweet sweat offends the prude
So up you rise unadorned
Except by the binds
Marking the glorious form.
I lie a staring out the window
At the clouds that hang in the morning
A sparrow chases another
To the bath that cleanses souls
One already in the tub
Water dissorting your solid form
With waves and bubbles
Legs move the sea and growth.
The blush in your face
Reflected in the smile on my lips
The church and christ become the tao
As my hand dances in the garden
Your hand explores the sculptured renaissance
And plays my lute
I slide into the ocean
Between your legs
Mold each form given by God
Nurse creation song motif and joy.
Once more is not enough
Twice said giggles this song
Thrice seen bl us hes remain
Forth we go into that course
Rinising the floor
Shouting joys
The passing neighbors hear
While we ignore
The Sun. the clouds. the intellect
12

All's returned to pristine heat.

Maureen Edralin
The Walls
continuously wailing, pleading
hidden behind the Wall
rotting away behind the Wall
(the wall can hide so much)
i can feel her heart
pounding away at the wall
futilely pounding
on the other side
where my mother lies
calling for the company
of the one who holds her there.
never at peace
restless and unrelenting
squealing for the things
she was never al lowed to
touch or hold.
dreams that were never fulfilled
but never forgotten.
the stench of no man's land
an infected thick fog
disease and crumbling flesh.
hands that reach out
for the ghosts of long ago
when the sun did shine
before god discovered call waiting
and had put my mother on hold.
dry, cracked tongue
that remembers the taste
of wine and honey.
cloudy dead eyes wande·r
aimlessly searching for a fami liar face
a friendly face.
there's nothing left to see
except the Wall.
the other side of the Wall
is stale and fouler still.
the eerie glow of solitaire
on a scerile computer screen
a cwinkling glass of crown royal
a heavy hand and an empty head
a withered heart and dusty spirit.
all love is conditional
under. and only under. His conditions
HOW DARE YOU QUESTION
HOW DARE YOU QUESTION ME

how dare you question
He who is so much stronger than you.
He who guards the Wall.
He who is insensitive
to the festering of sores
and the stinging of needles
and the shedding of tears.
the builder of the Walls
which protect and imprison.
the Walls that keep you safe
but won't let you escape.
on the other side of the Wall
my mother lies in her coffin
asking, why me, why me ...
We stand in front of the Wall.
We stand looking at each other
and back to him
with our mother's pleading
and groveling and begging
and prayers ringing in our ears.
We think of the Walls he built around us
to protect us from drugs and cheats
and boys.
nothing there to protect us from him
nothing there to protect us from the Walls.
we wonder
should we question
will we dare to break free
and run for our lives
toward our lives.
or will we be herded into our rooms
behind our Walls
wailing and crying
lying in our beds
hobbled and weak
unable to see anything
besides the Walls
and will he be there
to guard over us
and tell us everyday
that we're just like our mother
THAT'S WHAT YOU GET
FOR QUESTIONING ME.
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James Gardner
The Misfit's Guide to Proper Poetry
To create the proper poem
The poet should be naked
Naked in a vinyl chair
For poets need pain, after all
If the fever hits,
Write about love and al l its splendor
Let delirium be your muse
Afterward, write of how your lover...
Dumped you for another
How your lover played the game
Of orgasmic charades
For love is a lovely wave
That loves to crash on jagged rocks
But poets need pain, after all
A poet also needs aphasia now and then
A grinning, little imp named A. Phasia
Whispering in the poet's ear
Changing this to that
That to this
Door to grandmama
So people can mutter "interesting"
While never. ever introspecting
For people need something to do. after aJJ
Oh, and once, or twice,
Three times if you' re truly great
Pay homage to your genitali a
The Southern brain (or soul,
If you're of the philosophic mind)
Needs attention too
But never, ever in public
For poetry needs its privacy, after all
Let it be your compass needle or oracle
Let it be your voice
(Like you really had a choice)
But let it speak loud and lewd
And to the hearts of those souls
Who can keep you warm through the night
'Cause every body needs a body,
After all
Which reminds me, "Be sure to quote some songs"
Now when you read, take heed
Get 20 of your friends
To mutter "Genius" when you read the poem
Tell that 20 to tel I 20
Then that 20 to tell 20

IS

And so on and so forth
Then you' II be read
In an English class you'll never see
Better yet, dead
But remembered
In verse that screams to the working world,
"I am a poet...
Sorry for the inconvenience!"

...And Cat Gave Philosophy
When a great philosopher
Ran out of ideas
He visited Cat
For Cat was wise (so said his eyes,
At any rate)
Cat, smiling, said
"I left some new ideas, philosopher man
In the desert
Dig in the desert
Eat the hard bread you find there
And you shall have ideas
All that your stomach can hold"
The philosopher dug in the desert
Felt the blistering sun
He soon found the bread
One thousand years stale
And ate till full
No new ideas came
The philosopher complained
That he had no new ideas
Cat, smiling said,
Here. handing him a goblet
Drink this water from the golden stream
To wash down the bread
He drank the salty, vile water
No new ideas came
"What is this:· the philosopher said
" I have drunk the water as you, wise Cat, said to.
I have eaten the bread in the desert as you. wise Cat. said 10.
Where are my new ideas?"
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Cat, wanting to return to his meditation, said
"My friend, two-legged ruler of Earth,
You have eaten the bread
You have drunk the sacred water
But you will never gain new ideas
Until you stop accepting those just handed to you."
Cat laughed and disappeared
The philosopher pondered his words
And how his tongue reeked

Jewell Hunter
Why I Must Write
Lest I forget the expression of love
when you look at me,
or the twinkle in your eye
as we laugh about the silliest of things
I must write.
Lest the beauty of the memories that I behold
fades as I grow old
I must write.
Lest the good that people do
becomes a d istant illusion
and I hesitate to trust that it was so
I must write.
Lest the hurt is too great to share
and the recurring memories threaten to play with my mind
through nightmares night after night
I must write.
Lest I have nothing else co leave my child.
to comfort him.
co help him understand who he is.
who I am.
I must write.
Lest I die and no one knows chat I lived,
I must write.
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Daniel Combs
What's Wrong?
Transparent images
in the thundering silence.
A speedy eternity comes
waving mutated feet,
running on transformed hands.
Drowning in my own breath,
looking at your words fl y,
smelling my own words fi ll the air.
What's happening to me?
All I know is that it must stop soon
or I may fall to the sky
or soar to the floor.
Is it a breakdown?
(I don't know)
Maybe this is a breakup!
(this seems like an explanation)

Jarrod Lowe
Mutations
Can you tell your right from my wrong?
2:05 on a Monday, and I'm
away from every-one. every-thing
not wanti ng to be the one
who spills a tear first.
Outlaw love and the broken gates of freedom
is all my conscious
will desire.
But. I'm dreary-eyed.
r m against the '90's.
and with a brand new day coming
r malone. fetal position.
So. go back to Ohio.
Go back to God. and Mother, and country.
away from me. the one who only wants. only needs.
I'll be glad to shed my skin when you go
shed my scales and mutate
into a new organism
Then. I will stare at nothing.
and damn the world ....
eventual 1y.
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The Body
Bring the body back
if you find her,
broken, bloodied, scattered
fractured, listless.
If you find her, without want, without will,
snowbound,
frozen cold, encased inside devil's amber,
unwashed or crippled.
If you find her uncaring,
eyes swollen shut, her lips cracked,
seeping crimson.
If you find her, awash in time, teary eyed,
looking through photo albums.
If you find her nostaJgic,
thinking back to before the Iron Age,
before the rain, before the fallout,
before the current
Necropolis.
If you find her a silent shadow now draped across
soiled bedsheets, drinking spoiled milk,
bring the body back.
If you find her. drawing circles lazily on the ground,
a yahoo. an uneducated, unfeeling vagrant,
running wild through the forest,
killing all form of animaJ.
gathering the flesh for her chieftain.
If you find her leading a dead army,
a savage band of revolutionaries tearing through peaceful countryside,
dispatching battalions,
drawing first enemy blood,
placing ten-thousand children beneath her sword.
If you find her, bailed up on the sidewalk,
a forgorten ghost,
rusted, unkempt, unused,
a broken piston, a thrown rod.
If you find her, shipwrecked, isolated in the South Pacific, ingesting seaweed.
shattering coconuts for their insides. sunburned,
sand under her nails,
vast oceans within her eyes.
If you find her. saving face notwithstanding.
eating oysters in the Manhattan sky.
drinking ale,
lifring rankard upon tankard to her moist pink mouth.
If you find her. a reel use. a dead ember.
sifting in ashes for one shiny nugget of comfo1t.
feigning ignorance. incoherent,
invisible. ingenious. inferior,
inhuman.
19

bring the body back.
If you find her, praying diligently to the black coiled serpent, a forlorn nature spirit,
giving up all ideas on atheism,
bellowing imbecile to the sky
howling at the stars.
If you find her, burned at the stake at the middle of Salem,
on trial, a princess forgotten,
a goddess no longer worshipped.
If you find her in a desert whorehouse town,
drinking whiskey, firing pistols, saluting a lone flagpole rag,
or in an iced over stream, by the woods,
naked, aroused, solid,
or on a thick moss bed
next to a Scottish loch.
If you find her, wrapped in red satin,
loved unconditionally,
or melodramatically loathed,
bring the body back.
If you find her. laughing hysterically about the loss of God.
sullen in a room two floors from here.
tied down with golden nooses. debating strangers
in alien philosophies.
If you find her by a steel mill.
in Pennsylvania.
in the deep south. watching Atlanta bum.
clutching crying children to her breast,
behind locked doors surviving only on dried bread.
as an anti-social. anti-poveny.
anti-nukes. anti-family,
anti-establishment Amazonian.
lf you find her. nestled snugly in mythic emerald glass.
fearing the beginning, foaling confrontation.
fearing commitment. fearing conversation.
fearing the end
of eventuality.
If you find her forever changed. forever young,
forever enlightened. forever upon you.
forever regressed.
bound tight to an H-bomb. armed to the teeth. aimed toward the sun.
graciously awaiting
the countdown's completion.
bring the body back.
If you find her. 3 o'clock in the morning.
down on her luck. teeth cracked. brain overloaded.
spoon in hand. no money. no car.
not even a sonnet of forbearance.
If you find her. a Pilg1im's pride, journeying
"Beyond rile Sea," beyond repair.
beyond hope. beyond imagination.
reciting the Lord's Prayer in a commune. taking the cross to hea11. dispelling all
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rumors of bliss, all tales of credibility, dressed entire ly in black woolen robes, kneeling,
asking for precious advice. taking fervent penance. repenting all actions 'til then.
If you find her smooth like a creek pebble,
or rough like a wire bead,
cool like the underside of a pillow, or as an uncomfortable smolder,
bad as my betrayer, lawful as your savior,
on a deathbed, or even dead in bed,
bring the body back.
If you fi nd her with a philosopher's stone, as a bonny lass, clutching broken weapons,
atop a mass grave,
awake but not, sleeping yet conscious,
dreaming of a nightmare at dawn,
eating penicillin by the jar-full.
If you find her
calling, callus,
civil, evil,
devil,
a madman, a rooftop,
sniper fire,
closing in on unsuspecting
or unscrupulous
victims.
If you find her cybergenetically enhanced
past the point of perfection, past the point of purity,
past the point of sanity,
void of all flesh and senses,
whitewashed,
uncharacteristically renouncing Mother Nature
as a bug in the system of the year 2K,
bring the body back.
The ancient one, the silent one,
the one who knows, the one who wants,
the one who holds close at night
everything once important
the one who doesn't cry,
who wouldn't demean herself
with weeping.
the one who understands and speaks Olde English,
who is now on a train to Europe,
who is now under a full moon.
wrapped under goosedown by a sad fireplace.
who wasn't a pale virgin.
bring the body back.
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John Travis Brown
Universal Infernal Digestion
far and away in a vivid dream of holy notes
of string and root
you seemed somehow closer
temporarily overthrowing visions of scorched skin
and grand mounds of bunched cotton
a voyeur
a stalker
my doorman and d1iver
my keeper and inspiration
through sanity and rage
curelly leaping from horror show
to horror show
as heart rippingly sad as why could sound
falling from your mouth
like ashes the words floated away with the breeze
that shou ld have carried us away
now smothering the blaze that warmed below
I melted into the colors surrounding us
how many times I must have said your name
in the woods of brittle Autumn as if expecting you
to answer
standing beneath smoking skies
waiting to collapse
into a cinder

2
Hazy moments of time
confuse days and years
callers come chaotic
with hatred for their fears
forget...long since past
no regrets
push inward with force
dissolve rules that no one sets
Abandon controlling thoughts
chip away at this rock
keep your child close
and leave the key in the lock
feelings held for those seen most
build and decay
absorb what good they have
to use another day

Continued on Page 31
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Karen M. Telford: Eva Hommage. Charcoal Drawing
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Brent Caudill: A// The Way - E1·er.nrhere. Ebony Pencil
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Lynn Reynolds: What 1 See. Charcoal Drawing
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Susan Britsch: Nan's. Aquatint- lntagl io. Print
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Naomi Sheehan: Hindsight. Pt.:ncil Drawing
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Continued from Page 22

hold fast at a steady speed
spare consciousness
it only makes a heart bleed
live not
love not
grow and pass your seed
hide not
shame not
desires of which you feed
strum still
hum still
do what you must
be what

do what
let the others lust
Jay still
kill still
spill a lowly drop
hush now
die now
every heart will stop

for no other reason
after the pine colored memoiies faded
and the pastels darkened with age
blade-sharp fears gutted all hope
of my mushroom of moist resolve
to reveal
a web
of
delicious evil
dripping as sti ll warm blood
pleasure spilled from every end
of life
we can riddle fast passages that
for some
whiten or darken
the painting of eden that hangs
in every mind
over
matter not
inventing a soaring top •
31

or
cavernous bottom of
blatantly black lies told
for pure and wicked
ecstasy
and
for no other reason

FISH
These voices must be my soul
like infomercials cutting in
The coffee isn't working
I can't find my bowl
The structure is collapsi ng
I'm scraping low - so low
I tremble as I walk for relief
thoughts are dying like a crisping, autumn leaf
My hopes. like mountains. are tumbling down
way down
the boulders still left intact are misplaced
I can't remember from what idea they were placed
My heart is quaking
my legs are shaking
where is my lighter?
my cigarettes are gone
my throat keeps getting tighter
Those voices must be my soul
how much further can 1hey go
feed it. feed them
I'm drinking from a dirty ashtray
and yet. it's good
I would n't stop even if I could
Jesus is coming and so is the easter bunny
my brain is full and my heart feels funny
the co·s are organized and my life's a mess
my wants say no but my needs say yes
Everyone's laughing, or is that my soul
the coffee ·s . till not working
and I can't find my bow l ~
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David Jones
Evolution Baby
Evolution's Baby fell out of Raindrops
And made its plash into a muddy world
Where only nothing grew.
The child made its mark on a tree
Grew into a dinosaur and stepped on it
In contempt, with no reverence for its former.
Never looking back it grew until Evolution saw fit to
Kill it, holding the baby's brother in her arms.
She hurled the first into chaos and the other fell, too,
Out of a drop sarcasm fueled in sweetness and ambition.
He refused himself, grew into his own tyrant and killed his mother
Ripping her limb from limb and beating her broken and bloody.
The rest of us look for something for nothing and decide to help him.
It just seems fun ... it doesn't have to make sense...
Just something a little creative.

A Sea Downstairs
Thinking about walking down the stairs
Stepping around him lying on the floor
Ferret-like, approaching the door I feel someone's ga1e floating through the air.
See the ocean lapping at his hair.. .
The waters tapping 1... 2 ... 3 .. .4.
Waves lapping at the face of the door.
They want a way into my lair.
Given my condition and the fact that I cannot swim,
l locked the door and quickly turn the corner
After the ocean cakes my fair friend's head Climb the steps and think of him A brother to me with love for her.
I reach my room and smiling, dim the lights and climb into bed.

Doris Rawlins
Ice Cream & Men
Come in all sizes and colors
Are composed mostly of water
Are called names like Heavenly Hash or
Rocky Road
Are either sub-zero brittle or melted mush
Make you feel cool and refreashed or slimy all over
Leave lingering blue/purple/red marks on faces/arms/hands
Have a tendency to disappear when small children are present
Or when exposed to too much
warmth

Laura Stone
The Rainbow
(A Sonnet)
Her love appears in sunny, rain-swept skies
With red-orange bands of joy that hug me near.
For her own children, she herself denies
The sun of life and yellow human fear.
Some think her green in valleys of the blue.
For smiles have never faded from her eyes;
But those who know her watch the rains seep through
And hear the muffled laughter of her cries.
Her singing heart bleeds runes of indigo
That swiftly wash my woITy all away.
From memory she teaches me to glow,
For boldly I will paint the sky today.
In heaven's rain. bow I wirh colored tears The love of mother lasts throughout the years.
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Lori Anne Zient ara
A leaf in wind
rides the wave of turbulence
Set free from tied constraint
to twig and bough
Floats on the air of
hope and expectation
And never knowing when or how
comes to rest beneath the howling wind
Upon the mother breast of earth
to help renew her grassy face
My dreams - a leaftransfer from here to there
Not knowing whether they'll find rest
beneath your feet
Or will, perhaps, find solace in your heart
and urge you on to greater dreams
And of you become a part

***
Time is too long
For those who wait
Too long for those
Who mourn
And far too short for
Summer days
And picnics in the sun

***
Leaf walking
tip over tip
In the golden
Sunshine

Autumn
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Grandmothers
Granddaughcer of immigrancs
· Still walking
New Ground

Never to behold again
Those
Oh
So

Is that why
The strangeness
Still continues?
The beauty
Of language:
Strange new music?

Dearest of Dear
Things
The recounting
Of
Life's
Distant

Between ...
Always feeling between ...

TREASURES
Over and over again

Between
The old
And the new

You Brave Grandmothers
Now lying in
Cold

Urged on by
HOPES

Foreign
Ground

Sped on by
DREAMS
Prodded on by
Grandmothers'
NIGHTMARES
Haunting nightmares
Born of
BEING ALONE
In a
Strange
New
Land

I love you
For your
Adding the
Greatest
COURAGE
To my small
Life
You have brought me to this
Strange
New

Never to go back

Land

Always to remember

Always to remember
The faces
The voices
The smiles
The pathways
The sweet tears

Never to go back
Immigrants
All
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Eric Collins
90 Degrees:
repetition of an utterance

the expectant knee in bend is exhausted,
Function as the word to indicate
the shell-like something stands lacking

Or
is fulfilling the picture,
green shades drawn on the layered ground
Naturally
an atmospheric anxiety
flourishes within breath-like focused heart
10 minutes it will be half an hour

25
45
etc
To establish a tenderness for the 3rd dimension. we must eliminate certainties involving one and two.
pressing hard
depiction of many angles in which i nvolvement lingers,

the head

that's screwed on stays on and on
you felt
you were a portrait of a person,
your neck could bend in all directions
your head fell accordingly.
In Characte1ization

The painting and subject were adjusted to reflect the execution
coaxing ve11ical temptations away.
right angle
cavity.
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Brad Hamlin
this expanding face
for Sun Ra
hell,
to have commanded the first manned mission to satum
collected the cure for cancer,
returned as a hero and learned the truth:
I-

a papier mache tiger,
animated by crude pulleys and gears,
assembled and sent into space for a child's science fair project,
and now to be placed under glass as a memento,
an assemblage of misshapen and dissimilar forms,
themselves only childish attempts
at felinopomorphism.
subjected to consciousness at the whim of beings with whom i had imagined
(if a wet page is entitled to such creativity)
a certain comradery. only now to be cast aside. a product used.
a balanced phrase. physical mnemonic,
and in the long-dry newsprint from which it has been fashioned.
a visible language:
in english:
do
all roads lead from?
dissovled as easily as the plant life
which was extinguished years ago
foliage we eat
ate
am
not to say we don't get along well enough without it.
entropy builds.
an ever present surprise.
i've read
right?
i've spoken now to choose.
simply
not to
or to unread
unspeak
to re-?
to mis-?
to miss and still fall into rhythm.
1here are met hods
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well
centuries lifted
which have kept up our stay
which can brighten
from the french:
(which .. .is also a lie)
nothing does not start,
have the no road
road himself
dissolve also easily in the flora
which have/be extinct
some year
immediately we begin like the noise of an elevator
continuous and threatening
from german:
well assume I that I must do this daily
avowedly
as doing this, in order to check,
whether I or box is
I will
1 few
has in such a way... begun,
from spanish:
1 must take this newspaper said to make this
nothing is
(also a lie)
obtain throughout
enough receiver
feeding on meat, on entropy, on feedback
watching t.v.:
regis and cathy lee have been hijacked,
gutted with massive titanium handy-cans
ritually sodomized and grafted to trees.
line.
there are no motives.
no cause has been given.
in fact. the cause has been stated as no cause. specifically.
to prove this point
the terrorists have been using the station to rebroadcast yesterday's news .. .
the spice girls have been abducted and raped by
six japanese mutant tadpoles dressed as american
high school janitors ...
they are asking for a ransom of two dozen hard-boiled eggs
and exclusive movie rights. police claim that there is nothing to hear.
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all men go to
heaven. few own property.
please deposit US $.75 for more information.
two authors from minneapolis were found this morning hanged side
by side from the second level of the eiffel tower.
they were very bad men.
they will not be mourned.
in other news,
tommy lee jones has beer for sale ...
nothing short of the amazing the loss of/or dirge ...
there again, is no cure or even an approach,
being a pacifist,
i can't really allow myself to visit
on all my acquaintances
those atrocities which i "think" would affect me.
and what sort of art is masochism anyway
(here, the effect of concern?)?
the amplified masturbation which I have so often hated in others.
possibly sex.
possibly fucking the audience?
machine claws tear out the roof.
here. at the new.
we learn to pretend
the edges of desire.
we hope to set the foundation for the act.
we orchestrate.
not execute. the future.
as the new york ti mes argues the merit of the "possible futures"
which we have already accomplished,
we are our own grandparents, and the evening is ...
don't know. i'm drunk.
oct. 3 '96
sudsy malone ·s cincinnati. i think indian summer
(originally a beat happening song
but appropriated most perfectly by luna
and not sonic boom)
may be the best thing i've ever seen played live.
just by the nostalgia
(both of that specific and several specifics since)
sitting in the lexington hyatt's parking lot
waiting on nicole (who never showed)
and going in.
for whiskey.
who assumed it was all much simpler.
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lunch.
burning off half my hair lighting a cigarette outside.
a cigarette,
a lighter,
both bought on my meal card
funded with 5 I00 $ bills
given to me by my grandfather when l graduated highschool.
later that year
i was taking a poetry class
he died and
6:00 am i Thursday finals week i find myself bawling in the library computer lab
trying to write
poetry about his death.
i don't even know if these memories are true
physically speaking
to hear this music and feel so compromised.
i remember smoking cigarettes.
i remember and can't experience ..
any of my life
which i left too early ...
i' m sure now that i left
i have unfinished business to which i must attend ...
if i don't record my this .
... what will become of me.

Kelly D. Martin
Untitled
The sea began to boil when the pyromaniac lit his fire. The passersby had played the act of William Tell and
sang the rhymes of an hour. Was all lost for a pot of ale?

***

The old man awoke from his sleep alongside the tree of everlasting glow. He fell something crawl about on his
arm. and opened his eyes to find a small, pale green praying mantis slinking about. At first glimpse, a shot of
terror exploded through him and a grumble came from underneath his breath. He quickly flicked off the little
insect and resumed his evening time slumber.
·'Hey. you pompous ass! Why in the hell did you do that?"
He looked around. but saw no one.
"I said, why in the hell did you do that?"
He looked around once more and still. no one was in sight.
··uh ... hum ... down here. The insect with legs and wings that you so kindly flicked off your arm."
The man looked down at the mantis.
"I think I drank a little bit too much. You're a bug and you're speaking'"
"Yeah. do you see anyone else around that would be talking to your lazy ass?"
··Yep. I' m definitely drunk.''
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"Yeah. you are a tad bit on the tipsy side, but you're not hallucinating. Yes, I am an insect, or 'bug' as you like
to call it and I am speaking."
"What do you want?"
"I desire your assistance, for a moment, that is. I wish for you to do me a favor. I wish for you to go out into the
sea and tell me whether or not it is boiling."
"What?"
"Go out into the sea and tell me whether or not the sea is boiling hot."
"Why? Is there any reason in particular?"
"Of course there is. It is for my personal benefit and satisfaction. Besides, I really want to know."
" l still don't see why."
"Okay. if you must know, I once heard a tale about the sea by a pestering ladybug that quite often liked to tell
tales; however, she swore this one to be true. You see, a couple of years ago. three to be exact, there was a man
who always wore a trench coat of the deepest blacks (he wasn't a perverted flasher or anything). He radiated a
burning heat of obli vion that was shielded behind a protective blue glass. He was kinda tall and of medium size.
With him, he carried an old acoustic guitar in a beat-down, brown leather case. He would walk up and down the
beach. under the pale moon light, greeting people as they passed by. Then. one late night, around the witching
hour, the fiery man stopped and chatted with two lads in their early twenties. The lads had come to the beach to
get their nightly fix of cheap booze and tacky, bubbly girls. But tonight they had been out of luck. They had
only each other and some Mad Dog 20/20. The fiery man asked the lads if they would like to play a game to
pass the time. Naively. they accepted, thinking it would be a game of nightly football. The fiery man explained
to them that the game would be the game of William Tell. He continued on to explain to them that they would
stand twenty paces apart from each other. and while one balanced an empty bottle upon his head. the other
would shoot the bottle with a glock. The two lads, disappointed that the game wouldn't be football. chuckled
and nodded foolishly. They took their stances. twenty paces away from one another and the larger of the two
placed the bottle upon his head. The larger began co stumble and the bottle fell off. He picked it up and placed it
again. The smaller took the glock and a shot rang out. The fiery man stood aside with an amusing smirk on his
face.
The smaller began to shout that his 'friend was dead.·
Still. the fiery man stood aside with an amusing smirk on his face.
The smaller shouted hysterically now with that drunken stupor eloquently clearing his pronunciation, 'You mad
bastard! My friend is dead!'
The fiery man stood aside, with his guitar case in hand and said, 'the sea is boiling hot, pigs have wings to fly
across. you will always wear a shirt of violent green. and recover the satellite as you sit in the New Amsterdam.'
The smaller looked up at the fiery man and said. 'What in the hell is that supposed lO mean?'
The fiery man then resumed to walk down the beach as he had done before."
"ls that it?"
"Yes, now wi ll you walk out into the sea and tell me whether or not it is boiling hot?"
"I don't think so. It sounds kinda stupid. l think the ladybug was telling you another tale."
··come on! All I ask of you is to walk out there and just tell me! Is that so much to ask?If I could. I would do it
myself. but as you can see. l can't exactly do that. now can l?"
"Actually. yeah. What's in it for me? Why shou ld I move my lazy ass?"
"There's really nothing in it for you besides finding out yourself if the sea is boiling hot. Don't you want to
know as well?"
''Not really. I could care less."
"Argh! Please? This is all I ask of you. Then you can resume taking your nap."
''Will you leave me alone if I do?"
''Yes!"
The old man placed an arm on the ground and pulled himself up. The mantis looked up to him.
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"Thank you."
"You're welcome," the old man said as he smashed the bug with his big black boot. The disfigured mantis then
became imbedded into the sand with all of the other creatures that had once washed ashore.

***
The sea began to boil when the pyromaniac lit his fire. The passersby had played the act of William Tell and
sang the rhymes of an hour? Was all lost for a pot of ale?

M.D. Mynhier
Utty's War
Utty tugged at the blanket. He was trying to get it to stretch. It was too short to cover his feet. when he'd
pull it up around his shoulders. It was an old blanket that he'd found somewhere. It wasn't enough to keep the
November chill out. "Winter's a comin' on hard," he thought as he huddled next to the fire. All he wanted was
some sleep. He sat there drifting in and out of it.
When he was thinking straight, he wondered if he'd be able to get some smokes and something to drink
in the morning. He hoped that it wouldn't rain. The cold wind was enough. Although his home didn't leak, it
was at risk from flooding. He spent his nights during the winter months wishing that everything would be better
come morning.
Once before. the steep hills that surrounded the area guttered the run-off through his home. It was all he
could do to get himself to high ground. Something was always taking everything he owned. He was more than
used to it. It was now a fact of life. Whatever he owns sooner or later he loses.
Come daylight. he built another fire with the dead limbs and driftwood he'd gathered the day before. He
warmed himself over its flame and prepared to heat himself some coffee from leftover grounds.
The smoke-blackened aluminum pan leaked. He set it atop the old Frigidaire shelf that he'd fashioned
into a giill and heated his coffee over the fire. The old pan wasn't much. It was dented. and the handle was
broken. He'd found it somewhere along the way. Coffee dripped from the pan through a small hole in the
bottom, next to the edge. He set his cup underneath the drip and his cup fil ls with coffee before the pan could
leak dry. 'Ye pour water in. coffee drips out the bottom. Just like the real thing," he thoughr. His pan with the
hole in its bottom was no different to him than the automatic drip coffee pot. Utty knew how to get by with what
was handy and how to make good use of the things he found.
He found things alongside the road. stuff people had either lost or thrown away. He watched along the
roadsides as he walked. Utty found the occasional half-pack of smokes. tools. and other valuable things he
could use or sell just lying along the sides of the road. Finding things came in handy when he'd be down to near
nothing. It's always been easy for him to sell or trade the tools to the local mechanics.
He sipped the hot coffee from his cup and when he· d exhale he could see his breath in the cold. The less
he thought about his day, the better. "Thinking about it," he thought ·'is not gonna make a goddamn thing a bit
berter. Worryin' an' needin' ain't gonna get what I gotta do. done. I gotta get up off my ass. an' find a way ta get
some smokes an· something' ta drink." His hand shakes causing the cup to clack several times against the rock
he·s trying to set it on.
He placed his few belongings on high ground. The chance of rain was always a threal. Easing out
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through the entrance, he looked back into his quarters. A final check was now second nature. He had to be sure
he'd put his stuff above the flood plain. "I can't remember good as I use to. At least I don't think I can," he
thought to himself.
As he climbed the steep grassy bank that led to the road. the bridge's concrete-slated walls came into
view. He noticed how rough and pitted the bridge's walls were and thought, "it won't last too much longer, the
shape it's in." Utty looked up at the grey cluds and thought, "it's too damn cold ta rain."
He set a slow gait. The road was unpaved, but it had been long ago. Years of traffic, sun-scorching
summers, and bitter cold winters had worked hard on it. The cracks and jagged lines cutting their way in all
directions were something he was use to. The edges were broken off and big chunks of asphalt steadily worked
their way towards the ditches, making it difficult to walk near the edge. His footing wasn't near as steady as it
once was. He had to be careful in how he stepped. One wobble and he could be face down in a cold, frostcovered ditch.
There was some hope of work. "Maybe the farmers would be strippin' tobacco today," he thought, as he
plugged along a step at a time. A snow flake drifted past his face. "Goddamn, I know'd it was cold," he
mumbled to himself as he pulled the collar of his old jacket up closer to his ears. "Can't take it like J use to."
Shoving his hands in his pockets he came out with a pack of smokes. The pack was crumpled from
being in his pocket all night. Counting the bent cigarettes one at a time, his stiff fingers worked to extract each
smoke. "Three goddamn smokes," he thought. His legs and feet worked hard to right their off-center placement.
Still mumbling he said, "Utty... ye gotta make some money today. Ye need smokes an' somethin' ta drink.''
Rubbing his hands together got some circulation going as he worked his way down the road. Stopping to
light up, he hunched his back over and tucked his elbows to shield the flame from the wind. "Two smokes left,"
he thought as he pulled in the first draw. Now, his only worry was smokes and something to drink. Years ago.
seems to him a million years ago. He had a family, a nice house. and was well on his way to being an average
Joe in an average world.
He graduated high school in 1948 and joined the Marine Corps. He served the next six years in the
military, two of those years in Korea. Utty thought back to those days more often now. "Fightin • over there in
places with such gobbled-up, awful soundin • names. Places with names that none a us ever did learn ta say the
right way. We· d just give 'em names of places back home. Places we liked. It didn't make us feel all that much
better. But we didn't give in. We done all our fightin' an' shootin' in them messed-up, an' mixed-up soundin'
goddamn places. Did it on days as cold as this 'n too, an· fer what? It didn't change any of them people, 'er them
places nary at all," he thought.
He returned from Korea in 1955 needing smokes and something to drink. It wasn't too big a deal at first.
He got a good job up north. He got mar1ied and struted a family and built a house on the land his daddy gave
him. The land had been in the family over one hundred and fifty years. He had roots. But now, he also had to
have smokes and something to drink.
He worked hard every day in the mills. He traveled home every weekend from Middletown. He hated
Ohio and the steel mills. but he made good money. Heading South on Friday afternoons was a ritual. He knew
he was getting close to home when the hills came into view. His hometown was where he was the happiest. The
hills in eastern Kentucky was where he felt safe. He hated the stench of the mill town. City living, and steel
mills. even for the kind of money he was making. wasn ·r worth it to him. But he did it for three years. He'd had
it with Middletown. "Three goddamn years is enough fer this here hillbilly." he thought. One weekend he came
home and never went back.
Somewhere everything went wrong. He wasn't sure anymore, but he thought it was 196 l or 1962. His
wife tried talking to him, but he didn't listen. He was busy. Too busy ro care. Too busy to hear. Busy looking for
what he needed. She packed what she and the kids needed and drove off one morning. They never came back.
His wife and kids were gone. but he didn't mind. He hardly noticed that they'd gone. He'd found what he
needed. He had smokes and something to drink.
By 1963 or 1964 he had gone through the leftovers from the sale of his home and property. Also gone
were his old friends. High school buddies had Jent money. bought odds and ends that he'd had to sell. "It was a
way to get smokes and somethin' to drink,,. he thought. until old friends stopped lending and buying. He now
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had no money, no friends, and nowhere to tum.
The farmers he occasionally worked for took advantage. He knew that. They would work him hard as
hell lhen give him only a few packs of smokes and something to drink for a day's work. "That's all ye need,"
they'd say. Utty knew. He'd accepted it. It's not the way he was brought up to believe, but now, it's the way it is.
•·If the farmers ain't strippin' tobacco," he thought, "I' ll walk along the sides of the road an' pick up pop bottles.
They're worth a nickel apiece now days."
Utty's thinking back to his time in Korea and wonders how they could come into a field hospital and
hand him a little box, telling him that he'd won a purple heart. "I always figured that when ye get yer ass shot
off, ye lose." But he remembers back to when that general came to visit the wounded soldiers, and said to him,
"Soldier, you've won a purple heart, and we're all proud of what you've done." Utty thinks, "There's been a
war goin' on in his head ever since. It's try'n to figure the difference between winners an' losers."
Walking on towards the prospect of work, Utty now watched along the ditchline for pop bottles. Coke,
Pepsi, Mt. Dew, R.C. Cola, he didn't care. They're all worth a nickel now. "A nickel's a nickel," he thought.
The frost on the green tufts of grass in the ditch looked as if they'd had sugar spri nkled on them. But if wasn't
sugar, and it wasn't sweet, and Utty know'd it. Lifting up the long tufts with his foot looking for pop bottles
slowed his pace.
"I'm sti ll purty sharp with numbers," he thinks, as he counts in his head,
"five ... tcn ... fifteen ... twenty... twenty-five, five pop bottles is a quarter. Four quarters is a dollar. Fer a dollar I can
get some smokes. But I'll be needin' a good four 'er five dollars ta get smokes an' somethin' ta drink." He finds
a pop bottle. It's broken. ''It ain't worth nothin'. Maybe the next 'en won't be all busted up," he thought.
Moving on. watching the ditchJine for bottles, he sees a small dog frozen to the ground. "Some car 'er
truck done fixed his troubles," he muttered as he passed it by. The wind picks up. It starts to gust. Utty hunkers
his head deeper down into the collar of his jacket. He thinks, "I wish I could find me a good coat a layin' in the
ditch. Sometimes people throw away good coats. Just fling 'em out while they're drivin' down the road."
He'd found stuff before. One time a pair of britches he found had enough money in them to get some
smokes and something to drink. It was one of his better days. Once he found a pair of almost new brogans that
were a perfect fit. laces and all.
He's thinking as he walks along eyeing the ditchline. "Since pop bottles has been worth a nickel almost
nobody throws 'em out anymore. When they weren't worth but three cents apiece ye could find 'em all over the
place. I always had smokes an' somethin' ta drink back then. Them two pennies they added ta the price of bottle
deposit sure can change a feller's lifestyle. People sure didn't seem ta care about a three-cent deposit, but they
sure as hell like ta get their other two cents worth."
He sees smoke coming from the stove pipe of a stripping room. Utty picks up the pace. He hopes they'll
be needing help. "lf'n I work all day I figure I'IJ make up nigh ta twenty dollars. That'll get smokes an'
somethin ' ta drink." He knew better, but he still held to some hope.
The holes in his worn out brogans Jet the wet to his feet. Frost from the clumps of grass had melted. The
cracks in the leather funneled drops of ice water to his soul. "The warmth of the fire in a strippin' room.sure
would feel good to these here toes a mine." he thought. In a matter of minutes he'd walked close enough to hear
voices in the barn.
Utty raised the latch on the barn door and slid inside. Two boys were up on the tier rails putting down
tobacco. "Tobacco's in case," he thought. The boys holler, " Howdy."
Utty said." 'ay there boys. Need'n help?"
··ye need ta talk to Pap. He's back there in the strippin' room."
Lifting the latch on the stripping room door, Utty hollers. "anybody home."
"Yea. come on in. Warm yerself up a bit. It's colder than blue bla1es out there."
Utty thought. "Boy, that stove sure feels good. Been a while since 1 been this warm." Not wanting to
hurry things along, Utty decided to warm up before asking for work. "If' n Lhey don't need help I'll at least hang
around long enough la Lhaw my feet a little."
Uuy finally asked. " 'ay Dobb, do ye need any help?"
"Can ye work ti II dark?"
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"Sure nuff can. Dobb, ye think ye could run me ta the store 'bout dinner time. I'm needin' ta get me
some smokes before headin' home?"
'Sure can. Don 'c mind at all, need in' ta pick up a few things fer supper anyway. If ye'd like, I'll run ye
up on the hill and ye can get somethin ' ta drink while we're out."
Utty knew what that meant. It didn't matter. Things were the way things were, and that's the way it was.
Dobb said, "Now Utty, that don't mean ye can be a drinkin' while yer a workin •. That was all right by
Utty. He was going to have some smokes and someching to drink.
"Can ye work tomorrow?" Dobb asked.
"Yea. sure can. Needin' all the work I can get these days.,.
He worked till Dobb called it a day. It was already dark when Utty picked up the brown paper sack and
headed off home. He was thinking as he walked, "It's been a purty good day. I got smokes an' somethin' ta
drink. I stayed warm as a half pint of Old Crow all day long. too. Sure seems ta be a longer walk home than it
was this momin'. Sure is cold . It's a clearin' off and them stars sure are a shin in·. Gonna get a lot colder for the
night's over, I reckon."
Uuy steps off at a slightly faster pace then he did this morning. He had another three miles to walk
before he would be home. The frost glistened in the moonlight. "It's gonna be a clear. cold 'en no doubt about
that." he thought. His right hand was so cold after a few minutes that it was aching. ''I'd better switch hands an'
carry my sack with the other'en a while," he thought.
An hour and a hat f later he stepped over the grassy bank and headed towards the entrance to his home.
"I was right this momin'. too damn cold ta rain," he thought. Putting together the makings of a fire. he sorted
the dead limbs and driftwood, then piled them atop a wadded up election poster he'd tom from a fence post
along the road. He lighted it. "Goddamn. I wished this culvert was pointed North an' South. The goddamn east
wi n's a cuttin' dead through here," he cussed. "Fi re's a goin' , but that there wind is whippin ' the heat 1ight out
the other end." he muttered.
Getting his belongins from where he'd put them that morning, he wrapped himself in the old blanket.
Twisting the cap from a half pint, he was settled in for the night. There were three more bottles in his sack .
.. Enough ta get through the night." he thought.
Guzzling the last of the first bottle. still v. rapped in his blanket, he sat hunched over the tiny fire. He
thought. "the whisky tastes good.'' as he lit a smoke from the hot embers. ··smokes an· somethin · ta drink. What
else could a fe ller want that'd do 'em as much good." he thought.
After poking the lase of the dead limbs and driftwood into the little fire, he broke the seal of a second
bottle. How lucky that pup he'd seen frozen to the gound was . ''It didn't need a goddamn thing from anybody.
I'd soon as not be like it. never needin' nothin' from nobody." he thought.
He finished a second bottle and pitched it cowards his other empty jugs. It shattered like they had when
they'd hit the rocks. The sound of shattering glass reminded him of that broken pop bottle he'd found earlier in
the day. ··tfn they would pay deposit fer whisky bonles I'd have no troubles with gettin' smokes an' somethin·
ta drink. Hell. I'd be a creatin ' my own income. The more I' d drink the more I'd make off the bottle deposits.
Now. that's the way things is s' pose in· ta work." he thought.
But things hadn't worked for Utty in a long time. He wasn't a quitter. He just wasn ·r a winner.
He'd been living under a one-lane bridge that crossed a small creek that drained into the Licking River
about a mile fu1ther down stream. He'd been there since late summer of 1976. Nobody had bothered him in the
thirteen-odd years he'd been living there. He didn't have much. but he wasn't bothered by it.
He'd found an old truck seat in Dobb's barn. Dobb had said he didn't need it and damn sure didn't want
it. "It'd make a good couch.'' Utty thought. so he'd gotten Dobb to haul it to the bridge. Utt) dragged it over the
grass} bank and into his home. He had a couple of old sweater he· d gotten at the ccond-hand store. ··Most of
the time I got runnin · water an· a pan ta make coffee in an· on a good day. I got mokes an· somethin · ta drink."
he thought.
"Livin' under a bridge ain't bad. It's a goddamn site better than bein' shot at in Korea or bein' tolt in yer
own home that ye·ve had enough ta drink, or that y'cr smokin' st inks up the whole place. and ye need ta quit.
Nobody bothers ye like that down here. It's the only time since I was borned way back in 29. that l don't have
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somebody a botherin' me about what I should an' shouldn't be doin'. I got no neighbors 'ceptin' a few ol' cows
that wander through sometimes. They piss in the water now an' then, but somebody's always been a pissin' in
my water, and them cows was here first, I reckon," he thought.
The cold seemed to cut to his bones now days. "Use to be, I could stand any amount of cold, but I ain't
been warm since the war," he thought.
Utty dozed off with the brown paper sack by his side. He was wrapped in his old blanket and hunkered
over the dying coals of his little fire.

Jewell Hunter
What Was Life All About?
Ours was never a relationship of closeness. The hurt and the pain caused by your childhood combined
with those same feelings of mine somehow caused a barrier that we were never able to penetrate. Yet, as I gaze
upon your face and place a small memento in your pocket from my son and me, my heart breaks from the loss
to us both but far more for you and all you missed; lost opportunities, lost experiences; lost memories. I hope
that at least in death you have found the peace and happiness that always eluded you in life. But your words,
·'What was life all about?" shortly before traveling from this world to the next continues to play over and over
in my mind like a scratched phonograph record.
How many times throughout your life did you wonder what it was all about as you looked at the letters
that never quite became words? When the illiteracy kept you from achieving and humiliated you time and again,
how did you cope?
I remember when my sisters and I were ten and eleven years old, how you would dictate letters to us and
have them read to you over and over before finally having them sent to their destinations. I also remember how
you would have Mom read to you from the Bible only to have it knocked angrily from her hands after a short
period of time. I didn't realize it then but now I understand somewhat the frustration you must have been feeling
because you lacked this wonderful gift of literacy and always had to depend upon others for every literary act.
When I think how l devoured books, and learning is such a never-ending part of my life, I find it difficult to contemplate what it was like for you not to be able to read an application, to write a letter to someone
you loved, or to even be able to read directions on your medication. What was life all about?
The weekly newspaper was not a part of your life as it is mine. Poetry with its rhyming lines and all its
mysterious beauty never became a reality to you. A love story or mystery novel were nonexistent in your world.
You couldn't even write your thoughts, as I so often do, as a legacy to your children.
Oh, the lifetime of torment and confusion you must have endured.
Since reading and writing have always been a prominent part of my life, I can only imagine your daily
existence. But as time passes and small print that once was larger on the eye charts in the optometrist's office
seems to fuse together into one unidentifiable word. for a brief moment l panic within. Unlike you. my panic
subsides and letters become words and life makes sense again. To exist for a lifetime in this bleak. bewildering
state is incomprehensible to me as I'm sure the living of it was to you.
I still recall the time I bought you a children's Bible storybook and how you kept it with you all the time,
even in the little blue Corvair that was later stolen when you offered your help to two homeless teenagers. I
want to think that the stories of Moses parting the sea, Jonah in the whale's belly, Moses receiving the Ten
Commandments, and Jesus at the last supper with the twelve disciples came alive for you through the colorful
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pictures. But I know much was lacking without the comments that tied it all together. I remember how I used to
read comic books in this same manner; creating dialogue to match the pictures, before the letters became words
and the words became meaningful.
The last time I saw you before you were taken to the hospital, as you sat upon your bed fighting for
those elusive breaths of air, you called out to my sister, Carol, in the adjoining room and asked what she was
doing. She replied that she was reading the Bible, to which you responded, "I can't read so I have to look at the
pictures." You sounded so forlorn, as though you had been cheated of the most precious gift, which indeed you
had.
I wish that I had at least tried to teach you to read and write, but everyday responsibilities and geographical distances, not to mention my impatience and your anger, were definitely not ingredients conducive to
constructive learning. If not I, I wish someone had seen the need and caused the miracle of learning to take
place.
Too late, my mind can visualize the dark emptiness that was your world. As I stand here by your flowerdraped casket, I grieve for your loss as a man. As tears flow from my eyes, I mourn for the lack in your life, as
only one who lives and thrives on the written word can imagine the grim desolation of living without them. But
truly, Dad, I didn't realize the void caused by the handicap of illiteracy. I'm sorry for my blindness to the situation, but mostly, [' m sorry that you missed out on so much. Indeed, what was your life all about?

Faith
It was Christmas morning and my five siblings and I were gathered around the green, pine tree decorated
with colorful, glass bulbs and silver icicles in anticipation of opening the gifts wrapped in Christmasy reds,
blues, and greens. There was little money, but somehow Mom managed to stretch the hundred dollar welfare
check sent each month by the government, to buy each of us a small gift. Dad couldn't work because of a bad
back, among other things. And Mom had her hands full with us kids and Dad.
Mom sat on the hardwood floor beside us and passed out the gift she had lovingly chosen for each child.
We only got the one, but each knew Mommy had put a lot of love and thought into the choosing. She then
called out the name of the person who was to open a package first while the others waited until the special gift
was displayed and awed over. Each child tried to unwrap the package carefully so as not to destroy the pretty
paper but invariably, in all the excitement, would proceed to rip it apart to get to that special gift.
When my tum came, after going through the ritual of unwrapping, I looked down into the face of a darkhaired baby doll that stood a little less than a foot tall, dressed in a silver dress with dark hair and brown eyes
like mine. She was beautiful but couldn't compare with the somewhat smaller doll with chocolate brown hair
and amber eyes draped in a shiny lavender dress that I kept hanging high upon my bedroom wall.
I looked up to gaze at my favorite possession on the nail in the wall to compare her beauty with this new
Christmas doll, but when l looked at the space where she always hung when I wasn't playing with her, because I
dido "t want any harm to come to her, I found, to my horror, that she wasn't there. Where could she be? Surely, I
had not forgotten to put her in the safe place when last I played with her. Surely, my sisters had not taken her
down and were afraid to admit it. They knew never to touch my doll.
I asked Mom if she had seen Faith. that's what I called her. Mom would surely be able to help me find
her. Didn't she always help me find my shoes for school when they got misplaced?
But Mom just looked at me and told me to play with my new doll. Now I was getting really scared.
Wasn't Mom going to help me find Faith? She knew I loved this doll more than anything in the whole world.
Beginning to panic, I pleaded for her help. But Mom wasn't helping me search. Why? Why wouldn't she look at
me? "Mommy, please help me find her. I know I hung her back on the nail."
Finally, when she saw that I was to persist in my frantic search for my beloved doll, she said, "I gave the
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doll to Daisy." Daisy was a little girl who lived up in the hollow, way back in the hills beyond our own property.
Their family life was much like our own, with no money and an alcoholic father. I looked at her in disbelief. I
must have misunderstood what she just said. She wouldn't give away my doll knowing how much I loved her.
But I hadn't misunderstood, I realized, as Mom stood there telling me how fortunate I was to have this new doll
for Christmas and that I should be willing to share with someone else.
"No, no! Give her the new doll." I cried as I threw the silver-dressed doll across the floor. "Please,
Mommy. please go get my doll. She can have this one." My heart felt as though it were being tom out by the
roots. Hot tears of rage and hurt streamed non-stop down my face. I cried until the sobs became dry heaves of
short broken breaths. But Faith was gone. Never again would I hold her lovingly in my arms or comb her soft
brown hair. Never again would I hang her protectively on the nail on the wall in my bedroom to keep her from
harm's way. And always would this betrayal of my mother linger, even until adulthood. Maybe she truly did not
understand my love for this one particular doll, though I don't know how she could not, but she should have.
Knowing how this incident had hurt me. for years after, my younger sister. Susan, helped me search for
a doll that looked like Faith. While looking for toys for our own children. we would also search the doll aisle for
a look-alike Faith. Every flea market or toy catalog was raked over for this elusive doll but to no avail.
The Christmas my own chjld was the age of fourteen years, Susan presented me with a dark-haired.
brown-eyed doll. dressed in a shiny. blue dress along with a poem she had written describing what had happened in my childhood, and how with love and devotion, she had made this doll to replace the one I had so
adored. I cried when I saw the doll and cri~d even more when I read the poem.
Mom told me later how Susan had sat up night after night trying to finish the doll before Christmas
morning. She had come in for a couple of weeks of vacation during this Christmas season. She was staying with
Mom for the holidays, and in the process of cleaning the bathroom, found a naked doll with no hair. Immediately. the idea came to her that this doll could be made into the one we were never able to find. Going to the
local craft store, she bought glue. doll hair, ribbon. and shiny blue material for the dress; not being able to find
the lavender color. Then the many sleepless hours of gluing, sewing. and writing began, only to be finished
early Christmas morning. Surely this was a labor of love. I think of my baby sister, of her sacrifice and love,
every time my eyes sweep across my bedroom and fall lovingly upon the re-creation of the doll of my childhood. with amber eyes and soft, dark hair.
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Contributors
Marsha Bellamy is finishing her last semester as a graduate student in English. She is 26 years old and lives in
Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Susan Britsch is originally from Lexington, Ky. She will graduate in May 1999 with a B.A. in Studio Art,
including a focus in drawing and printmaking.
John Travis Brown is originally from Elliott County. He is currently working as a dispatcher for the Kentucky
State Police Post Located in Rowan County. Ky. He is also in the process of obtaining his bachelor's degree in
government from Morehead State University.
Kenneth Casper is a graduate student with undergraduate degrees in English. business education, German. and
French. He received his masters degree in English after completing a creati ve thesis in poetry. He is currently
pursuing a specialist in adult education degree. Casper has held jobs as a cook. kitchen worker, business/English/math/agriculture teacher (high school), Twinkieman. car salesman, boiler room person, gourmet sandwich
maker. baker. truck driver. body recrieval. clerk. ere. He enjoys greyhound busses. trains, automobiles. horse
racing. and good dining/good compan}. Casper is also very interested in educational processes.
Brent Caudill is from Hazard. Ky.. and is majoring in art and psychology. He is currently a freshman and plans
on getting his MA in art therapy at the University of Louisville after graduating from MSU.
Daniel Combs is a graduate student at Morehead State University. where he received a B.A. in English. He is
24 years old and originally from Floyd County in Eastern Kentucky.
Maureen Edralin is a junior majoring in Fine A11s. Engli h. and Philosophy. She mo,ed to Ashland. Ky.. in
1994 from Salinas. Calif. She does not consider herself to be a particularly accomplished poet. but she does
enjoy reading the poetry of other people.
Denise Elaine Fernandez is a graduate student in the Department of Art. She is originally from Sabah. East
Malaysia. American art has influenced her greatly in art. style, technique. and culture, the knowledge of which
she will take back home with her.
James Gardner is a 24-year-old graduate student from Olive Hill who is just now reconciling with his Muse.
He thought their relationship was over. but she brought out all his poems. looked at him with her big. brown
eye5. and pleaded v.. ith him to scay "for the children's sake."
Kellie A Gussler is from Ashland. Ky. She is set to graduate in May 1999 with a degree in art and a minor in
adve11ising and public relations. Her area of concentration is in graphic design.
Jewell Hunter is a non-traditional student with a degree in business. She is the mother of one child and a writer
by compulsion. She works as an Academic Department Specialist II for EFLP. She was born and raised in
RO\\ an County. left for se\'eral years. and then returned to raise her son. Nathan. Her \\Ork has been published
in Women ·s Works: Friends and Relations and Cornerstone. and she has participated in readings at the Carnegie
Center in Lexington and the Fol!... Art Center in Morehead. Ky. She claims that mo l. but not all. of her \Hitings
come from personal experience.
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David Jones always writes when the mood strikes him. He began writing around his third year of high school
when his English teacher encouraged him to write what he felt. He loves to play guitar and write music, so most
of his free time consists of his holding either a guitar or a pen.
Aimie Jo Lockwood was born in Seattle, Wash., and has lived in Washington, Idaho, Oregon, Hawaii, and
Massachusetts. She and her family feel very welcome in Eastern Kentucky. She is thrilled to be a part of the
dynamic Art Department at MSU where she is a senior.

Kelly D. Martin is a sophomore at Morehead State University where she transferred after attending
Prestonsburg Community College for one year. Her intended major is English with a possible minor in creative
writing. While at Prestonsburg Community College, she not only served as an editor of The Cut-Thru Review,
the Prestonsburg Community College literary magazine, but also had her work appear in the publication. She
has also had various works published in a peer's poetry zi ne, The Schizoid. Kelly claims her work is very queer
and at times nothing more than psycho-babble that rambles on and makes no sense whatsoever.
M.D. Mynhier is a junior at Morehead State University. He is forty-three years old. married, and the father of
five children ranging in age from six to 21. He enjoys writing his own interpretation of the dialect and everyday
living of Eastern Kentucky, both past and present. He grew up in Bath County. where he found in the tough
everyday lives of the people of the region a tenacity that can only be described as all their own. He attempts to
put into story form only what he's heard and seen.

Doris Rawlins is a 51-year-old sophomore majoring in psychology with a criminology minor. She started
writing arou nd eight and has never been able to stop.

Lynn Reynolds is a freshman from Bath County. Her piece appearing in Inscape was created in her 2-Dimensional art class. Her major is currently undecided.
Naomi Sheehan is an a11 major who also enjoys song writing and Kung Fu. She is from Franklin County, Ind. ,
and has been at MSU since 1995. Her piece. Hindsight, explores the use of double images as narrative.

Laura Stone believes a mother's Jove is one of the strongest existing bonds, and she values the relationship she
shares with her mother. For these reasons, she was compelled to write The Rainbow. She believes the subject of
her poem is universal since everyone has a mother.
Christina Sunderhaus's piece. The Afterlife. is a commentary on life. death. and everything in between. In her
photography. she is constantly looking to uncover the truth about the chaos we caJI life.

Karen Telford is 43 years old and lives in a cabin called Chrysalis above a waterfall in Menifee County. She is
pursuing graduate studies in studio art at MSU. Th rough her work, she is exploring methods lo harness the
power of the visual image in the belief that what we hold in our mind"s eye does come into being if we give it
enough energy. [n learning to direct this energy. we consciously create positive visual images for healing and
life fulfillment. and art becomes the means of evacuating negative images fixed in the mind.

Lorie Anne Zientara has lived in Morehead for 27 years. during which time poetry has been her constant
companion. Whether reading other·s works or creating her own. she is fascinated lhat a few words can convey
such depth of feeling and touch the minds and hea11s of others so powerfully. She believes it is the concentration
of the Spirit and the embodiment mood. Poetry is a great balance of feelings for Lorie. She thanks her grand
creator. Jehovah. for the gift of words and especially the gift of poetry.
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